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R E S E A R C H



PRODUCTS

Bethany Nelson, the creator of Milkhaus Design, screen
prints fabrics on to natural materials which she then 
crafts into handmade bags. Her style is in�uenced by 
minimalism, function, practicality and scandianvian 
design.

Her prints are designed purpusefull to avoid and 
therefore outlast trends. Instead, she believes in creating 
peices that suit her customer and that will last forever.

All her designs are made with the idea that everything
you own should be stylish and bring you joy. 

The name MILKHAUS was inspired by Nelson’s childhood 
on a dairy farm.



. Leather purses

. Leather business card holders 

. Leather earphone clips

. Linen totes

. Linen clutches

. Linen sling bags

. Linen zip pouches

. Linen tea towels

. Leather straps and leather inforced corners on
  some bag designs.

Colors: Earthy, winter hues.

PRODUCTS



TARGET
MARKET

basic client needs
. To entice foot tra�c from the street into store.
. A window and facade that promotes curiosity 
  and interest.
. Appealing branding.
. A store interior that encourages shoppers to 
  spend time in store.
. A unique shopping experience customers
  will tell their friends about.

Liv was excited to catch up with her bestie Giselle on Saturday morning in the city. It had been so busy at work
lately that Liv hadn’t been able to do much last weekend. Instead, she’d been opting to pull a few late nights to 
make sure her presentation was exactly how she wanted it. She worked in advertising and tended to be a 
perfectionist, but her home life in comparison was a little more relaxed.
A catch up with Giselle was well overdue.  Giselle had a tight schedual herself as she’d started her own small 
business which was going great, but kept her busy-- they de�nately deserved a break to go shopping and treat 
themselves. Liv and Giselle met up at Flinders St because it was an easy central point for them to travel to and 
walked down to Cumulus Inc. It was quaint, but recommended by Broadsheet for breakfast  and the co�ee was 
well worth it. They tried new places all the time, considering themselves amateur critiques.
They discussed work and their careers, Giselle complimented Liv’s Burberry scarf that she’d gotten herself 
as a very special reward after her promotion, and Liv loved Giselle’s new haircolor and style. 
Pause to update instagram with a shot of her amazingly presented meal on her new iphone. 
While they ate they chatted and turned to what they felt like doing with the day. 
Liv is keen to check out the latest exhibition down at the Design Files gallery as she’s
looking for some new art for her South Yarra apartment, and Giselle wants to check 
out a new store in the CBD called Milkhaus that’s such opened. Apparently the bags 
are just gorgeous and the store is really awesome. Giselle’s friend Winnie told her 
about it and Winnie was the kind of woman who had her �nger of the pulse of 
new exciting stores and design.  Eveything she owned was beautiful.
After, they would grab lunch and discuss a propper break, like a spa weekend in the 
country next month, call Jamie and Kiah to �nd new dresses for Haily’s 26th Birthday
then maybe dinner and drinks. Perfect Saturday.



TARGET
MARKET DEMOGRAPHIC

Gender:  Women
Age: 25 to 30

Class: Middle to high class.
Medium to high purchase power.

Education: University or Design TAFE
 quali�cations. Young professionals that may 

work in corperate or creative roles such 
as advertising, marketing, business 

or management.

GEOGRAPHIC
Lives and works in the inner city suburbs 

of Melbourne in East or South areas.
Lives either in an apartment somewhere like 

South Yarra or in the CBD,  or in a smaller house,
 �at or townhouse in the more upper end

suburbs like Fitzroy, Kensington or St Kilda.

Socializes in nichey, hot spot culture areas
 like, Brunswick, St. Kilda and Prahran.

BEHAVIORAL
Knows the hidden gems of the city, the 
bestand latest bars and socializing spots

 (cafes etc.) Enjoys attending the odd events
 or exhibition with friends.

Actively social with friends on weekends,
often for catch ups or set activities.

Has creative hobby/ies or a love 
for/interest in an area of creativity 

or style.

PSYCHOGRAPHIC
Takes pride in appearence and

 individuality. Is known for (and makes a 
point of ) having trend setting new fashion
before it’s well known or becomes popular.

Often has bespoke and custom-made touches.

Their asthetic is clean, minimal and ageless 
design. Likes natural materials: 100% wools,

 linens, leathers.
Uses social media like pinterest, instagram 

and follows blogs and magazines like 
Kinfolk, Green and Peppermint.



COMPARATIVE
RETAILERS



Milkhaus Design’s branding is 
clean, minimal and classic.
The existing branding pack is
sparse because Milkhaus
Design only operates within 
it’s online store and markets.

Bethany has business cards 
and hand stamps her logo on 
to her wares with printing ink.
She has no packaging or
full branding for Milkhaus, 
however the way she presents
her brand is always clean,
homey and personal.

I think the brand will be very
easy to translate into a more
professional retail setting with
a clear brand message and 
mood.

BRANDING



BEACONS
Beacons use Bluetooth Low Energy

which communicates a signal message
between a Bluetooth enabled device and
the transmitter. Using Beacons, Milkhaus

Design can send messages about promotions
or sales to all consumers within a general,

wide visinity.
This is a great, inexpensive tool considering 

the high tra�c of the location as long
as the content is highly relivant

to the local consumers.

RDIF TAGS
Radio-Frequency Identi�cation tags

use electromatic �elds to identify and track
objects. The tags are the size of a grain of rice

and contain eleronic information. Passive 
tags collect energy via RFID reader’s radio 

waves. In a retail sense it would allow Milkhaus
to have real time inventory information.

E-GIFTING SERVICES
Allows customer to select a gif  in

store for a friend but leaves it to them to 
choosesize, color and where to send it. 

Recipitant receives email and can complete 
the purchase online or come in store.

OTHER RECOMENDATIONS
. Same prices instore and online

. Simple no-hassle ecommerce website
. Social media presence

. Iphone charging station in store
. Paywave/paypass availability

. Digital portals that link to full information
on products on item tags.

RETAIL
TECHNOLOGIES



SPATIAL
REQUIREMENTS

. Merchandise displayed at within  adverage eyeline of customers.

. Door width must allow for correct tra�c �ow as well as be disabled access friendly.

. Paths must be 1000mm wide so there is room to move freely around the store.

. Counter height must be a comfortable level of 1000mm high.



DISPLAY
SYSTEMS



LIGHTING

TASK LIGHTING
Halogen bulbs
5500 - 6000K
Recommended LUX: 500 

FEATURE LIGHTING
LED
4000 - 45000K
80 - 100 CRI
Recomended LUX: 1000

GENERAL AMBIENT LIGHTING
CFL
3000K
Recommended LUX: 750 

DECORATIVE LIGHTING
CFL
1500k-2000K
LUX: 200-300



DESIGN
RATIONALE

MILKHAUS Design is an open, simple and honest brand.
It’s products are made to the highest quality and speak
for themselves. The store needs to re�ect not only the
soul of the brand, but it’s message and origins.
The name comes from the dairy farm Bethany grew up 
on, so I wish to carry through that nod to milk with
milky tones and vibes.

Since her designs are minimal Scandinavian, continuing
this in�uence through the store would be an honest 
re�ection of the brand. Use of clean whites will be a
way to keep the interior looking upper class, however it 
should also connect to the customer on a more intimate,
comfortable level.

Exclusive doesn’t have to mean distant, a relaxed, curious 
space would create more interest in the personality and 
story of this brand and wares. For inspiration, I look
to the prints, colors and textures of MILKHAUS Design 
bags themselves.



STORE CONCEPTS



OUR
MOOD

THEME: A HOME IN FOG
AND LIGHT >STORE CONCEPTS



VM
DISPLAYS

Where do you put 
your handbag when 
you come home?

            ///

Milkhaus Design bags are made with honesty and 
intregity. It’s a personal and homey brand, named after
the dairy farm Milkhaus Design creator Bethany Nelson 
grew up on. To carry through that comfortable, honest 
vibe we will show the bags as (let’s be honest) where
they spend most of their time: On the corner of a chair, 
on a coat rack, on the couch, or on the floor.

This allows people to view the bags in the reality of how
they will become a “real” part of their every day lives.



PROPS

PERSIAN RUG

CUSHIONS IN MILKHAUS PRINTS

DIFFUSERS

STORM GLASSES MILK PITCHERS

 PLANTERS

CHUCKY KNIT THROW

OTTOMAN



SUMMARY



DEVELOPMENT

Front Window Display & Facade



ZONING - Areas that are based upon di�erent rooms in a home.

DEVELOPMENT

EntranceKitchen

Lounge

Point of Sale

Floor Display

Book Nook
cushions/leather

teatowels/totes

small sale items

totes/clutches/leather

cushions/weekenders

seasonalSta�
Room



DEVELOPMENT



DEVELOPMENT



DEVELOPMENT



FINAL PROPOSAL



LIGHTING

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 4 Light Bar
Spot Light

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 2 x 9W
LED Spot Light

$14,874.63Grand Total - 

LIGHTING PLAN



MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 4 Light Bar
Spot Light

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 2 x 9W
LED Spot Light

LIGHTING RUNNING COST SHEET



BLUE DOT

Teatowel

ROBIN EGG CHECK

Teatowel

MILKHAUS DESIGN

MILKHAUS DESIGN

MILKHAUS DESIGN

MILKHAUS DESIGN

GRAPHICS
PACK

Luxe, natural material packaging detailed
in MILKHAUS prints and patterns.

Packaging for tea towels
& cushion covers.

Hand bags are packaged in quality boxes 
with tissue paper. Totes of coresponding sizes
used to carry them.

Smaller items packaged in soft packet

LITTLE LABROBE STREET MELB.
+61 000 000 00
WEEKDAYS 9-5

SATURDAYS 10-4
www.milkhausdesign.com



SMELLS
GOOD!

Keywords:
+ Earthy
+ Rain
+ Warmth/Woods
+ Female

BANKS
BROODS

FIRST AID KIT
OSCAR & THE WOLF

WILLOWBEATS
FOXES

EMMA LOUISE

<< Alternative >>

RECOMMENDED 
MUSIC

After a meeting with Scent Australia with my key
inspiration words and sampling scents, I was leaning
towards Cool H2O. However  I ended up taking the
recommedation of Andrew  O’Keefe with “Aspen Forest”. 
It keeps to the scandiavian theme while being fresh, earthy
and energising.



TECHNICAL STORE PLAN VIEW/ TRAFFIC FLOW
SCALE 1:50
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STORE PLAN VIEW - MILKHAUS DESIGN

DATE

SIZE

SCALE

1:50

A3

MAY 10 2016

JESSECA-BREE CANDUSIO 2016 

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 4 Light Bar
Spot Light

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 2 x 9W
LED Spot Light



TECHNICAL MERCHANDISE / FIXTURE LAYOUT
SCALE 1:50

MERCHANDISE/FIXTURE LAYOUT

DATE

SIZE

SCALE

1:50

A3

MAY 10 2016

JESSECA-BREE CANDUSIO 2016 

IMPULSE / SMALL SALE  ITEMS

 PROMOTIONAL / SEASONAL

SALE

BEST SELLERS

DECOR / DISPLAYS ONLY

SLOW SELLERS

COUCH
CO

U
CH

BENCH

BENCH

COUNTER

OTTOMAN

CHAIR

WALL MOUNTED DISPLAY SYSTEM

FLOATING WALL SHELF

SUSPENDED SHELF

STAFF BATHROOM

SLIDING BARN 
DOORS THAT
REVEAL/HIDE TWO ALTERNATE
DISPLAY SHELF OPTIONS (IN OPEN AND CLOSE POSITIONS) CHAIR

STAFF ROOM

SLIDING DOOR
(STAFF ROOM ACCESS)

DISPLAY TABLE

DISPLAY TABLE

D
IS

PL
AY

 TA
BL

E

COAT STAND DISPLAY

WALL SHELVING

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 4 Light Bar
Spot Light

MEGHAN - White/
Chrome 2 x 9W
LED Spot Light



TECHNICAL REFLECTED CEILING VIEW
SCALE 1:50

REFLECTED CEILING VIEW

DATE

SIZE

SCALE

1:50

A3

MAY 10 2016

JESSECA-BREE CANDUSIO 2016 

LEGEND

SUSPENDED CFL GLOBE LIGHT (DECORATIVE)

TRACK LED LIGHT (FEATURE)

SINGLE CFL DOWNLIGHT ( AMBIENT)

SUSPENDED HALOGEN LIGHT (TASK)



TECHNICAL SHOP FRONT ELEVATION
SCALE 1:50

SHOP FRONT ELEVATION

DATE

SIZE

SCALE

1:50

A3

MAY 10 2016

JESSECA-BREE CANDUSIO 2016 
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MILKHAUSMILKHAUS DESIGN

+ White painted concrete facade

MILKHAUS DESIGN

SIGNAGE 2775 (L) 520 (H) 30 (W)   



ILLUSTRATIONS



ILLUSTRATIONS



ILLUSTRATIONS



LEGEND
1. 
Finish - wide plank oak �ooring
Finish Name - carmel
Supplier - Houzz Australia
Application -  shop wide �ooring

2.
Finish - painted plasterboard
Finish Name - dark harbour (suede e�ect)
Supplier -  Benjamin Moore
Application - entire right wall

3.
Finish - chevron tile
Finish Name - snow white
Supplier -  Tilebar
Application - kitchen display backsplash

4.
Finish - concrete
FInish Name: textured white concrete false wall
Supplier - Robertson Facade Systems
Application - exterior facade

5.
Finish - frosted glass
Finish Name: white frosted texture
Supplier - O’Brian Glass
Application - �oor display table tops 
& odd panels of purspex boxes in  front 
window display

FINISHES
BOARD 1

2

3

4

5


